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Education, science and practice…
…what comes next?

Professor Ian Bates  FRPharmS, FFRPS, FFIP, FRSS

Director for Education Development Team, FIP Education
FIP Collaborating Centre @ UCL

FIP Collaborating Centre

A decade of FIP Education and Workforce 
Development…

2006 – FIP/WHO Roundtable on Education
2007 – FIP launch the Pharmacy Education Taskforce
2008 – PET Action Plan launched
2009 – First global workforce Report published
2010 – Needs-based education & workforce model published
2010 – Formal Partnership with UNESCO
2011 – FIP Education Initiative launched
2014 – 5-year Action Plan revised
2015 – FIPEd embedded as core function of FIP
2016…FIP Statutes…

http://www.unesco.org.uk/uploads/rsz_signing_agreement_-_kamil.jpg
http://www.unesco.org.uk/uploads/rsz_signing_agreement_-_kamil.jpg
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The FIP Education Strategic development arc

These active 
workstreams have 
been informed by our 
constituencies (you!)

Quality assurance; 
CPD/CPE; Journal;
Inter-professional;
Competency; Capacity;
WF Intelligence; 
Advanced/Specialist;

The FIP Education timeline

“Transforming our Workforce” September 2016 
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We need to be transformative

• Health System drivers

• Variance in capacity

• Variance in education
and development 

More flexible 
workforce

Competence-
based workforce 
planning

Workforce policies

Financial /economic

Demographic

Government policies

Knowledge / technology

Pharmaceutical care 
services

Nanjing – Global Conference on pharmacy &
pharmaceutical sciences education

Nanjing becomes a milestone in this strategic arc…

Globally, we proceed with consensus and a shared Vision and ensure impact of our 
profession on health improvement 
(no healthcare without a workforce)
This is where Nanjing becomes critical for our profession and for professional 
development

This Global Conference on Education will have historic outcomes for us all

Our	global	Vision	for	a	global	workforce…	

• Leading	change	–	being	transforma ve		
• Suppor ng	and	developing	our	whole	workforce	
• Describing	and	understanding	principles	&	drivers	
• Using	our	needs-based	approach	for	educa on	&	training	
• Making	a	collec ve	commitment	

Recognising	that	workforce	development	is	an		
educa onal	challenge	

Recognising	that	workforce	development	is	a		
long-term	strategy	
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So, where are we today…?

Vision, Statements and Goals

Workforce Development Goals (WDGs)

! They are ‘goals’ !

Achievable

Relevant & useful

Evidence-based

Developmental
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What do we mean by WDGs?

Pharmacy workforce – refers to the whole of the pharmacy related workforce
(e.g. registered pharmacist practitioners, pharmaceutical scientists, pharmacy 
technicians and other pharmacy support workforce cadres, pre-service 
students/trainees) working in a diversity of settings (e.g. community, hospital, 
research and development, industry, military, regulatory, academia and other 
sectors) with a diversity of scope of practice.

What do we mean by WDGs?

Based on FIPEd outcomes, domains, systems, 
Reports from 2008-2016.
Linked with Statements
Linked with Vision
Centennial Declaration
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What do we mean by WDGs?

“Should have…”

What do we mean by WDGs?

Post-Nanjing – the serious development of 
(several) programme of action-planning (for 
each WDG) with 5, 10 year timelines; 
continuous measures, monitors, feedback and 
dissemination
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What do we mean by WDGs?

Synopsis of the Need and evidence to support 
the WDG

Thinking things through: Workshops
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Post-Nanjing? (remember our trajectory…)

Obtaining consensus on global Workforce Development Goals
– linked to the UN Sustainable Development Goals –
will set an agenda for all nations and member organisations.

Member organisations will be able to use WDGs for national support for workforce 
development – using evidence and evaluation to guide best practice

Global endorsement of Workforce Development Goals will have direct use and 
benefit for members.

Chapter 4…the next steps

FIP 
Boards & Education

Member Organisations
FIP Expert & Partner 

Groups

Strategy and Stewardship

Continuous renewal of workforce intelligence

3 & 5 year planning
ways of working

Communications
Feedback & symposia

Progress & Evaluation
FIP Expert Groups
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Today’s activities

The workshop sessions planned for today are critical for future success.

The workshop delegates are representing many countries, organisations and scope 
of expertise – it is a major achievement to get so many world experts and leaders 
together for a common purpose.

All of the feedback today, from all of you here, will be used to directly feed into the 
global transformation agenda.

Transnational workforce development…


